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Agenda

• IAM Trends and Digital Transformation

• What is IAM in the Cloud?

• Key Requirements

• Reference Architectures
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Thesis 

Identity and Access Management is the 

“Lifeblood” of Digital Transformation
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Future of Identity Management; Outlook (2019-

2023)
1. Identity services move to the 

cloud—IDaaS and hosted

2. Identity of Things (IDoT) and 
Customer IAM (CIAM) 
become distinct IAM 
categories

3. Simple, easy to use interfaces 
for developers and end-users 

4. IGA is no longer an 
“afterthought”, but a core part 
of IAM programs

5. Relationship and context-
based Identity becomes 
pervasive 

6. Identity services emerge as 
a privacy enabler

7. Blockchain-based Identity 
systems and Self-Sovereign 
Identity emerge

8. Identity Services as 
individual Microservices—
key to SecDevOps

9. Identity and Security “joined 
at the hip”—leveraging 
analytics, Machine Learning, 
Zero Trust, context & AI

10. Identity as a business 
enabler
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Evolution of Identity
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• Two major general IAM categories today; 
On-premise and IDaaS

• On-premise generally has strong 
governance, connectivity, and is a strong 
platform for integration

• IDaaS provides scalability, is consistent 
with enterprise cloud strategy and provides 
improved customer connectivity

• No vendor provides what we describe as 
“Full-Service” IDaaS, but this will be the 
predominant model over the next several 
years—cloud native with the governance, 
connectivity and integration of more 
traditional on-premise IAM offerings

Cloud-based IAM: “Full-Service” IDaaS Will 

Emerge
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What is IAM in the Cloud?
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• Cloud-aware: Many of today’s IAM environments are largely on-premise and only in the 

early stages of migration or seamless integration with cloud Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) and Software as a Service (Saas) IAM solutions. 

• Cloud migration: Not only B2E, but B2B and B2C are increasingly important and must be 

considered in the next generation IAM architecture. 

– Azure AD is already a cloud identity store and is being increasingly leveraged by 

many organizations.

– For many organizations, movement to Office365 needs to be integrated and 

managed.

– Must allow external users to securely access current and emerging applications and 

systems. 

• Globally - at the level of the Identity and Access Management layer, enterprises need to 

look at IAM data integration approaches that can support:

– Cloud-enabling 

– Global scalability and flexibility in support Customer IAM, IoT

– Privacy regulation support

– Expansive federation

– High performance



IAM: Key Cloud-Enabling Requirements

• Better integration with HR: Many enterprises have migrated to HR-
in-the-cloud/SaaS, with HR solutions such as Workday enabling 
more agile and scalable IAM capabilities. 

– The identity management service must seamlessly handle all additions, changes 
and deletions generated by the authoritative source in a timely and consistent 
fashion.

– Particular attention must be paid to the movement of the HR authoritative source 
information from cloud-based HR solutions to Azure AD during the migration. 

– This is of increasing importance as global organizations begin a journey of 
harmonization and potential consolidation onto fewer, if not one, cloud-based HR 
platform.

• Improved de-provisioning: De-provisioning is inconsistent and often 
not complete (especially regarding cloud-based/SaaS applications), 
leaving an organization’s information vulnerable to misuse

• Regulatory compliance: provisioning must be compliant with 
regulations (e.g., GDPR) that demand privacy and data protection

– It is important to know where your enterprise identity data is stored in the cloud.
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An IAM Reference Architecture is Important
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Below is TechVision Research’s base-line Reference Architecture portfolio that is used to 

develop key IAM recommendations and reference architecture stakes on the ground.
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Directory, Identity Repository, or 

Non-persistent Identity Store

On Premises 

Application SaaS Application

• Identity data collected from applications or other identity repositories

• Can be used to assemble a complete picture of the identity 

• This pattern is often used for entitlement collection (building an 

entitlement catalog)

• If attributes are changing frequently – collection can be more 

dynamic and in real time and the collection point doesn’t need to 

be persistent (Virtual Directory)

PEPPDP

Other Directory or 

Identity Repository

Collection Service with Connectors

PEPPDP
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The Cloud and Identity Aggregation



The Cloud and Identity Lifecycle Management
• For most lifecycle processes, an authoritative source (e.g., Workday) generally 

initiates the events and provides the identity data to the provisioning engine, which 

propagates the necessary identity information to target applications that subscribe to 

the updated identity data. The provisioning engine orchestrates this process. 
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This is key!

Remember GIGO?



Access Governance Must Also Transcend the Cloud
• Access governance is a core function within an IAM framework and toolset. 

• While IAG includes administration of user, service and thing accounts, access 

governance is the subset of IAM functionality focused principally on access 

monitoring and reporting in order to prevent unauthorized access to data or systems, 

excessive privileges, or other security violations
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What Happens When IoT Enters the Picture?

The reference architecture patterns of interfaces, authentication, authorization, lifecycle 

management, persistent storage, and analytics repeat themselves in cloud-based IoT 

services such as Microsoft’s Azure IoT Hub or Amazon’s AWS IoT Core.  
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While the 

patterns are 

consistent, there 

are substantial 

differences 

between IoT 

models and the 

employee/contrac

tor and external 

models



The Way Forward – Identity Integration Service
An Identity Integration Service enables the abstraction of identity operations, making it easier for 

developers to secure/identity enable their applications without the need to know anything about the 

underlying identity infrastructure. 
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Options for Identity Integration Services

• Microsoft recommends enterprises currently using Microsoft Office, 

O365, Active Directory and related solutions integrate their on-

premise AD environments with Azure AD via Microsoft’s own Azure 

AD Connect tool

– Azure AD Connect is a basic identity data synchronization tool, but does not 

enable data transformation, schema mapping and inclusion of additional attribute 

repositories (whether on-prem or cloud-based)

– Such features are key to cloud-enabling the enterprise to securely support a 

much wider range of use cases for internal, customer-facing and expansion into 

IoT

• Okta integrates with Active Directory using lightweight agents that 

run on any Windows machine with read access to the domain 

controller.

– Okta maintains continuous connectivity with AD with its on-premises agents. 

– Enables passthrough authentication to on-premise AD but does not simplify O365 

integration because Azure AD is required for O365
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Summary

• The cloud has made IT more complex from an identity data 

integration standpoint.

• Its all about the attributes (!) 

– Enterprises need to be able to identify and manipulate the authoritative source 

data from multiple repositories – both on-prem and in the cloud.

• Vendors such as Microsoft, Okta and many others offer integration 

tools that are limited in scope with anything beyond their own 

ecosystems.

• As B2B, B2C and IoT enter the IAM foundation, flexibility and 

scalability in identity data integration becomes more important than 

ever.

• Finding a flexible, scalable, reliable and cloud-ready identity data 

integration platform is paramount to succeeding with your cloud 

migration.
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• How RadiantOne secures and simplifies cloud access and identity administration for 

enterprises with distributed and diverse source of identities:

– Creates a single logical place (an identity hub that federates multiple sources) to 

authenticate a user (SSO) and retrieve profile information (a global view of all attributes and 

groups) for authorization

– Uses this global reference image to provision and administrate on prem and cloud 

applications

– Saves time by simplifying the management of users and groups (configuration instead of 

scripting and endless customization)

Agenda



The Drivers



The World of Access Keeps Expanding



A New Identity Platform for the Cloud is Required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud directory/storage or cloud 

applications

1. Access: proprietary (ex CA 
SiteMinder) or standards-
based (Federation)

2. Provisioning and syncing

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

Federated Identity Layer?

AD
LDAP



The Challenge of a Fragmented Distributed Identity System



Federating Access: Only Half the Challenge

• Through proprietary or standards based protocols, access can be federated– but you 

can’t fully leverage it without federated identity.



Challenges for Implementing an IdP– How to Handle Different 

Internal Security Domains



Federated Access Requires Federated Identity



Provisioning and Syncing Identities to the Cloud with RadiantOne

Legacy Web Applications Cloud Applications

AD LDAP

Application Layer

Federated Identity and 

Directory Service (FID)

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

Syncing and Provisioning

Cloud Directories/IDaaS



RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service Architecture

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity silos, 
virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



METADIRECTORY

VIRTUAL DIRECTORY

• Always fast & reliable • Long and difficult

development cycle

• Custom scripting

• Only as reliable as the

weakest link

• Easy, fast deployment

• Data always accurate

Best of Both Worlds

Pros Cons

A Federated Identity and Directory Service Combines the Best of Meta and 

Virtual Directories



• RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service is made of two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization for:

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer (HDAP)

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern architecture

RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service: 

A System Made of Two Parts

Integration 

Layer

HDAP Storage



Challenges Within Federation



Federation-Enabled Apps (Relying Parties/Service Providers)

Internal Authentication and SSO? 

Attributes for authorization? 

Identity Sources

SAML, WS-Fed, OAuth, etc.
Federated Access1.

2.

3. Mapping from 
internal ID to Tokens?

An Identity Provider is Not Designed to Handle the Identity 

Integration Challenge



• The IdP needs first to authenticate users.

• The identity infrastructure may contain multiple user stores, each with their own user 

representation and credential checking mechanism– and most IdP’s are not equipped to 

authenticate across multiple different sources.

• Additionally, the user identifier sent to the IdP may not match the user’s identifier in the 

infrastructure– meaning, remapping between the internal and external data formats will be 

required.

Challenge 1: How does the IdP manage the final stage of 

authentication?

Enterprise Identity 
Data Sources
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abc.com def.com xyz.local

The challenges for Azure AD to do pass through authentication to 

multiple AD forests: Trust and UPN remapping

@abc.com
@def.com

user@abc.com

Agent Agent

Trust?

Access only with ADFS



With RadiantOne’s Agent, no need for trust across AD forests, Azure 

can authenticate against all on-premises forests

user@abc.com

abc.com def.com xyz.local

@rli.com @zyx.local

Remapping AAD UPN
to local UPN

Agent

user@rli.com



Challenge 2: How does the SP maintain its own identity information 

in synchronization with the authoritative enterprise identity?

Claims-Enabled 
Applications– each of 
which maintains its own 
user list, representing 
identity in its own way

Enterprise Identity 
Data Sources
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IdP

employeeNumber=E562098000Z
Servicelevel=gold
insurerid-=x221678
Fullname= Willian Taub
email: will_taub@setree1.com
departmentNumber=234

ID=W_Taub
title=VP Sales
givenName=William
Cn=taub
departmentNumber=234
employeeID=562_09_8000

mailto:will_taub@setree1.com


• There are different ways to approach provisioning to the cloud:

– Just-in-time (JIT) provisioning

• Is potentially a good solution for organizations with a small number of users.

• JIT provisioning will not scale– you may have millions of identity, and adding them one by one to a cloud 

application is not a viable solution.

• Does not offer change detection

– Bulk load provisioning 

• Is scalable– you can provision your entire identity infrastructure one time into the SP

• Can be kept up to date afterwards with JIT provisioning, or synching (based on change detection)

• Will require mapping:

– From the various identity systems in your identity infrastructure, to a common data model

– From the common data model, to match each applications’ requirements

– From the application to the internal identity infrastructure 

• And then you need to keep the identities on the SP and IdP sides in sync

Just in Time Provisioning Will Not Be Sufficient For All Use Cases



• User Provisioning Today

– Today’s provisioning solutions don’t go far 

enough in terms of “cleaning/correlating” 

identities. They didn’t invest enough in 

normalizing the systems.

– Focus on provisioning to internal/legacy systems 

today, not cloud applications.

• RadiantOne Orchestration

– Provisioning systems could request the reference 

image from the RadiantOne Federated Identity 

and Directory Service (FID) and then push this 

image to cloud applications.

– The FID could be used as the “universal 

connector” to cloud apps that provisioning 

systems don’t offer connectors to out-of-the-box.

– Offering change detection.

What is Your Orchestration Between Federation and User Provisioning 

Today?



Example: How the RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory 

Service (FID) Enables the IdP and Supports the SP



Value of Identity Correlation and Global List



RadiantOne Creates Global Profile That Can Be Provisioned to Each SP–

Keeping Identity Management Local



One Universal “Connector” For Legacy and cloud apps, SaaS and cloud directories

Azure AD will now 
become your 
cloud-based IdP



The Emergence of the Cloud and the Consequence of the New 

Landscape: The Great Migration



One common identity service acting as a hub and spokes for on-

prem, web, and cloud apps
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• Simplify the Move the O365 and Other Cloud Apps
– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but you also need to federate your identities! Especially for large, complex identity 

infrastructures that have:
• No single AD domain containing all users

• Duplicate user accounts across AD domains and forests

• Users outside of AD sources (extend authentication to and/or retrieve profile attributes from)

– Have a single logical place to authenticate users and retrieve a rationalized view of groups.

– Use the global reference image to provision to cloud applications.

• Save time by simplifying the management of users and groups
– Adding new user populations quickly w/o requiring changes to many applications.

– Move to data-driven groups and reduce static group management.

• Address custom data requirements and provisioning to different clouds
– It is very likely that for medium to large organizations you will deal with more than one cloud (Azure, AWS, Google cloud etc…)

– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not at each application, letting them focus on the services they 
provide.

– Each application can have their own “virtual view” (specific mappings, computations, attributes).

• Maximize your ROI
– Re-use the Federated Identity and Directory Service layer for other initiatives:

• Other applications (e.g. Cisco Unified  Communications Manager, Qumu, SiteMinder, Salesforce, SharePoint…etc.)

Summary


